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Abstract: Despite the fact that the concept of forecasting has emerged in the realm of tourism, studies
delving into this sector have yet to provide a comprehensive overview of the evolution of tourism
forecasting visualization. This research presents an analysis of the current state-of-the-art tourism
demand forecasting (TDF) and combined tourism demand forecasting (CTDF) systems. Based on the
Web of Science Core Collection database, this study built a framework for bibliometric analysis from
these fields in three distinct phases (1980–2021). Furthermore, the VOSviewer analysis software was
employed to yield a clearer picture of the current status and developments in tourism forecasting
research. Descriptive analysis and comprehensive knowledge network mappings using approaches
such as co-citation analysis and cooperation networking were employed to identify trending research
topics, the most important countries/regions, institutions, publications, and articles, and the most in-
fluential researchers. The results yielded demonstrate that scientific output pertaining to TDF exceeds
the output pertaining to CTDF. However, there has been a substantial and exponential increase in
both situations over recent years. In addition, the results indicated that tourism forecasting research
has become increasingly diversified, with numerous combined methods presented. Furthermore, the
most influential papers and writers were evaluated based on their citations, publications, network
position, and relevance. The contemporary themes were also analyzed, and obstacles to the expansion
of the literature were identified. This is the first study on two topics to demonstrate the ways in which
bibliometric visualization can assist researchers in gaining perspectives in the tourism forecasting
field by effectively communicating key findings, facilitating data exploration, and providing valuable
data for future research.

Keywords: bibliometric; descriptive analysis; knowledge network mappings; VOSviewer; visualization;
tourism demand forecasting; combined tourism demand forecasting

1. Introduction

As a result of the tendency for tourist arrivals to outpace the global economy, the
tourism industry is the world’s leading economic and social development driver. Due
to the tourism industry’s rapid expansion, tourism forecasting is gaining importance
for businesses and governments [1]. In light of the imbalance between limited tourism
resources and continual increases in demand, tourism demand forecasting has garnered
much attention in recent years [1–7]. Notably, tourism’s role in the economic prosperity
of numerous nations or regions has made tourism forecasting a lucrative field ripe for
academic expansion [8].

In tourism forecasting, various forecasting research methods and approaches have
been developed, adopted, and evaluated over the last few decades [9]. However, this
development trend has sparked new concerns and insights [10–12]. Due to the surge
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in tourism research, scientific studies in related domains have evolved into standard
literature reviews, scholarly publications, and comprehensive quantitative reviews [8,13].
Moreover, the researchers’ innovative thoughts and the value of these perspectives are more
significant for this society [14]. In 2019, Liu et al. [13] employed scientometric analysis to
give a variety of perspectives on popular areas and emerging trends in tourism forecasting
research, drawing on influential publications retrieved from the Web of Science Core
Collection database. Similarly, Song et al. [15] in 2019 reviewed important research to assess
whether methods for tourism demand forecasting had evolved over time. In 2020, Zhang
et al. [8] conducted a scientometric evaluation of worldwide tendencies and structures
based on primary bibliographical databases to support the creation of extensive knowledge
networking mappings based on worldwide tourism demand research.

However, tourism research has been described as dispersed, fragmented, and di-
verse [16,17]. Tourism forecasting fields refer to, among other terms, tourism demand,
tourism demand forecasting, tourism demand volatility, tourism demand volatility fore-
casting, combined tourism demand forecasting, and combined tourism demand volatility
forecasting. Notably, no systematic evaluation of the evolution of mixing several top-
ics in tourism forecasting has been conducted, and bibliometric research on this topic
has been reported less frequently. Furthermore, one of the three types of bibliometric
procedures—review, evaluative, and relational studies—relational is the least used in
tourism. Despite the abundance of publications and methods supporting tourism forecasts,
bibliometric analysis knowledge mappings in the field and various topic explorations
and comparisons have been sporadically visualized in previous research reviews. As a
result, little knowledge has been published regarding the capabilities of mappings to reveal
general structures [18,19].

The study of knowledge systems can facilitate a better understanding of the growth
of advanced ideas and ideologies in the research field and the discovery of new research
fields; it should be mentioned that there are numerous approaches to comprehend the
tourism field’s body of knowledge. All of these techniques provide “windows” through
which scholars can investigate the tourism forecasting field to obtain a deeper grasp of
its basics and structures. Despite the fact that each window delivers some insights, they
do not provide a comprehensive viewpoint to the spectator. Based on their insights into
the ideology and techniques of tourism research, some scholars contend that bibliometric
methods provide an alternative lens through which the structure of tourism research can be
examined [20]. Tourism bibliometrics research can provide indicators for scientific output
in the field over a period of time, allowing scholars to evaluate tourism as a learning and
building system [21].

This study bridges the aforementioned gaps by undertaking a relational bibliometric
review from the perspective of tourism demand forecasting. This paper prioritizes the
expansion of the analysis of two themes in the concept, method, and hot topic of tourism
demand forecasting research, which will be achieved through visual/graphic (infographic)
formats to demonstrate the ways in which the field develops over time and to discern future
research directions. Specifically, bibliometrics is the classification of data such as citations,
author affiliations, keywords, themes investigated, and procedures using basic/advanced
statistical methods, which are subsequently applied to published research in various
realms [16]. Studies utilizing bibliometrics have identified prolific and/or prominent
academics and/or institutions, intellectual structures, and knowledge domains by year,
geographical regions of various disciplines, study themes within disciplines, and subject
maturity [22–30]. Moreover, VOSviewer is a well-known approach for mapping information
that integrates co-citation analysis with collaboration networks and developmental trend
detection to streamline the bibliometric analysis method when determining the evolving
state of research [31]. The fundamental building pieces of VOSviewer visualization graphs
are nodes and links. They are used to depict time-sliced research using concentric circles of
various colors, with interwoven relationships denoted by linkages [32].
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This research addresses the gaps in the literature by combining descriptive analysis
and comprehensive knowledge mappings based on worldwide tourism demand forecasting
research. This is the first attempt in a tourism demand review study that focuses exclu-
sively on two primary data themes: the tourism demand forecasting (TDF) and combined
tourism demand forecasting (CTDF) areas from the Web of Science (WoS) database for
the period 1980–2021. This is the first study to include bibliometric analysis in a compre-
hensive literature evaluation of combined tourism forecasts based on various topics. In
addition, using co-citation analysis, cooperation networking, and new tendency analysis,
a framework for analyzing the two themes of the tourism demand forecasting field was
developed to identify the most important connections between trending research topics,
the most important countries/regions, institutions, publications, and articles, and the
most influential researchers. The application of the bibliometric method demonstrates
the concepts, techniques, and prevalent hotspots of the tourist demand forecasting field
through the visualization or graphical representations that reflect the ways in which this
field continuously progresses and produces future study routes. Furthermore, this is the
first study to synthesize the single and combined forecasting methods in two tourism de-
mand forecasting topics using bibliometric analysis. The research is guided by four major
questions: (1) What are the descriptive analysis results of the top prolific countries/regions,
authors, institutions, and cited papers for the two compared themes? (2) What is the citation
status, and what are the cited sources, references, and authors in the co-citation analysis
for the two compared themes? (3) To what extent do single institutions, countries/regions,
and authors stand out in the corresponding cooperation networks under the two-theme
comparison? (4) Regarding future developments, which research processes and areas for
further research offer the most promise?

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. The second section consists of
an in-depth analysis of the bibliometric literature and a description of studies utilizing
bibliometric method. This study’s research methodology is clarified in Section 3. The fourth
section outlines the primary tourism forecasting methods and explains the two chosen
topics for this study. The descriptive analysis and scientometric review study findings are
provided and discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 provides a summary of the research
findings and recommendations for future research.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Bibliometric Methods

As mentioned by Denyer and Tranfield [33] in 2006, frequent evaluations of current
research topics are required to acknowledge the contributions of a study and generate
validated claims for the future development of this field. Tranfield et al. [34], in 2003,
proposed that a literature review can assist with determining the appropriate intellectual
terrain for further knowledge foundation building to handle different information when
conducting an academic inquiry, which can introduce beginners, early career scholars,
or non-specialists to major writers and works [35]. Meanwhile, bibliometrics analyzes
bibliographical data through the application of quantitative techniques [36–38]. It explores
the ways in which disciplines develop over time due to their cognitive, sociological, and the-
oretical frameworks [39]. This method assesses study outcomes, such as subjects pursued,
approaches utilized, populations utilized, and basic or advanced statistical approaches
applied to data in existing studies, including those published in books, conferences, and
journals [40–43]. The evolution of disciplines’ epistemology, knowledge domains, and/or
intellectual frameworks has been investigated. With the maturation of numerous disci-
plines, there is an increasing interest in studying and monitoring their development using
sophisticated software systems. In response, bibliometric analysis is commonly used to
map the structure and growth of scientific disciplines or specialties [16].

In 2015, Zupic and Čater [39] separated the bibliometric methods into three categories:
(1) review studies (i.e., meta-analyses, systematic/structured literature reviews), which
develop knowledge by applying fundamental statistical analyses to bibliographical records
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of publications; (2) evaluative studies, which assess academic research performance or
output from multiple people or organizations to determine its influence [20]; (3) relational
studies, which seek to identify the connections between different study domains, the
generation of novel academic areas and approaches, or any patterns or tendencies towards
co-citation and co-authorship [20]. The four-approach types are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Different approaches for bibliometric mapping.

Bibliometric
Approaches Authors Function

Bibliographic coupling Kessler [44] in 1963 Examine the links that exist between references in the
papers

Co-citation analysis Small [45] in 1973 Examine the links existing between papers that have
been referenced together

Co-word analysis Callon et al. [46] in 1983 Examine the conceptual framework of a study field by
focusing on the essential terms or keywords in the field

Co-author analysis Peters and Van Raan [47] in 1991;
Glänzel [48] in 2001

Identify and analyze writers and their affiliations to
better understand cooperation networks between them

Reprinted/Adapted with permission from Ref. [32]. Copyright © 2011, Cobo, López-Herrera, Herrera-Viedma
and Herrera, published by John Wiley and Sons (RightsLink Copyright License No.: 5345300198574).

The co-citation analysis was first introduced by Small [45] in 1973 and is one of the
most used bibliometric techniques, along with author or journal co-citations [49]. Using co-
citation counts, this study generates similarity measures across publications, authors, and
journals [50]. It connects two concurrently referenced components under its frequency [45].
Co-citation analysis is a valuable bibliographical technique for identifying the clustering
of co-citation pairings [16], which provides scholars with insights into the accumulating
traditions, depth of knowledge, and cognitive framework of academic work [51,52]. In 1963,
Kessler [44] felt that academic publications possessed coherence and dynamism, which, in
addition to holding empirical content for bibliographic coupling analysis, may show theme
linkages between cited articles. The number of common citations between two or more
publications is indicative of their relationships.

As depicted in Figure 1, the left panel reflects that papers A and B could be one linkage
connected through co-citation analysis since these have been both referenced by the first
publication. The bigger the number of co-citations two papers receive, the greater their
co-citation strength and the greater the likelihood that they are substantially connected [53].
In contrast, the right panel emphasizes a connection between references from articles A*
and B*, as both of them cite the second reference. Specifically, two articles may cite the same
resources. However, any two articles listed in another’s citation constitute bibliographical
coupling [54,55]. Bibliographic coupling predates co-citation by several generations, yet co-
citation analysis has been claimed to be more advanced than other bibliometric techniques
in reflecting domain structures [56].
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Figure 1. Co-citation and Bibliographic coupling analyses (Reprinted/Adapted with permission from
Ref. [57]. Copyright © 2014, Yuan, Gretzel and Tseng, published by John Wiley and Sons (RightsLink
Copyright License No.: 5345300997228)). * denotes different papers (A* and B*) from the paper A and
paper B on the left.

Co-word analysis is predicated on the frequency of keywords inside co-occurrence or
the number of articles where keywords exist concomitantly [58]. Through calculating the
strength of keyword co-occurrence correlations, keyword interconnections are identified
and visualized. Because keywords are used to communicate the substance of a research
paper, keyword analyses are widely performed to examine the conceptual networks of
academic themes and patterns in a certain field [49]. After using co-citation analysis and
keyword analysis in a literature review study, in 2017, Leung et al. [55] reported that the
overlap between the two techniques was minimal and that combining the two techniques
yielded more desirable results. Similarly, Chang et al. [54] proposed that integrating co-
citation and keyword analyses might help researchers generate thorough mappings of the
discipline’s conceptual infrastructure and better grasp its evolution.

Bibliometrics consists of various analytical methods regarding numerous categories of
data employed throughout the research [59]. As these methods offer a variety of benefits
and drawbacks, their use in analyzing academic tendencies within a certain field has
spawned the bibliometrics movement [54]. Sometimes, bibliometric analysis is used with
scientific mapping techniques to illuminate the conceptual framework of a certain study
topic [32]. Therefore, scholars can use bibliometrics to assess and review research in the
chosen field of study to identify its significant aspects [60]. Thus, a bibliometric method is
used as a quantitative analysis technique to determine the current state and development
patterns in diverse disciplines [61]. Notably, a bibliometric analysis method also offers new
scholars in the tourism forecasting area with knowledge and insight into important authors
and works, which can be helpful for those who are unfamiliar with the field.
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2.2. Visualization of Bibliometric Data

Academic search engines and bibliography databases have expanded the range of
tourism publications and provided more extensive accessibility to citation materials [35].
The increasing amount and complexity of published studies have forced the development
of visualization tools to identify research gaps and contributions. Specifically designed
methods have been developed to comprehend, display, contextualize, and analyze a variety
of visualization processes. Typically, the application of these methods produces maps,
diagrams, and charts that represent structures, developments, and operations. Bibliometric
visualizations frequently display linked authors or publications across networks in a way
conducive to the identification of links, groupings, and structural components. VOSviewer
is an example of such method; it is a Java application that enables users to construct maps
using network data and visualize and study these maps using bibliometric information [31].
Co-authorship, co-occurrence, and co-citation knowledge network mappings of authors, or-
ganizations, and journals are bibliometric networks built using VOSviewer [32]. VOSviewer
provides three types of visualizations for each map: the network visualization, the overlay
visualization, and the density visualization, and those visualizations are delineated below.
The ability to zoom in and out of a map enables in-depth investigations, which are espe-
cially beneficial when working with large amounts of map data containing several elements.
In addition, its most essential feature is its capacity to vividly display bibliometric statistics
using techniques, as well as zooming in and out of bibliometric maps and converting and
exporting the data into numerous file formats [31].

2.3. Bibliometric Methods in Tourism Forecasting

Academic fields are always evolving. A field of study is a subset of information within
a research topic that is examined from multiple vantage points [57]. According to the
literature on tourism, tourism’s emphasis on the current topic has shifted and evolved
over time [62]. The most common application of bibliometrics in tourism publications is in
assessing journals and their contributors [63]. Tourism bibliometric analysis was classified
into various segments by Köseoglu et al. [16] in 2015, including journal evaluation and
ranking research, article verification research, and subjects’ relationship/citation analysis.
In 2014, Yuan et al. [57] outlined five focuses of tourism fields under bibliometric methods:
(1) authors and organizations or institutions yields [12,64]; (2) social networking and
intellectual movement [65]; (3) themes and lengthy evolution progress [66]; (4) journal
growth and ranks [67,68]; (5) authors and publications with the most citations [64].

In the last few decades, tourist studies have become increasingly extensive [55,69].
Table 2 summarizes the principal studies that conducted literature assessments of the
tourism forecasting area base on the Web of Science (WoS) database, which will be more
conducive to determining the faults with the current research system and the proper
remedial measures. The majority of studies and methods on the topic of tourism demand
forecasting presented in the following literature review are based on descriptive statistics
techniques for traditional data, which is merely a single review of the literature. Moreover,
relatively few publications summarize the relationships between articles, authors and
research methods. Furthermore, bibliometric methods have been sporadically applied to
tourism demand forecasting research.
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Table 2. Main studies of tourism forecasting review.

Order Authors Year Research Methods Research Background

1 Witt and Witt [70] 1995 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review)

The primary techniques used to
forecast tourism demand before
1995 were discussed

2 Song and Li [6] 2008 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

This paper reviewed 121 tourism
demand forecasting studies
published since 2000

3 Li [71] 2009 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

Reviewing 180 pieces of the
empirical literature on tourism
demand of Greater China from
1992 to 2008

4 Wang and Song [72] 2010 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

From 1950 to 2008, 115 articles
published in English-language
journals were identified

5 Goh and Law [73] 2011 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Methods Review)

155 research papers published
between 1995 and 2009 were
reviewed

6 Peng et al. [74] 2014 Meta-Analysis 65 studies published during the
period 1980–2011 were discussed

7 Lin and Song [75] 2015 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review)

Examining published research on
Delphi forecasting of tourism and
hospitality over the last four
decades

8 Wu et al. [76] 2017 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

Reviewing studies published from
2007 to 2015 on tourism and hotel
demand modeling and forecasting

9 Ghalehkhondabi et al. [77] 2019 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

Reviewing the literature in the
field of tourism demand
forecasting from 2007 to 2017

10 Jiao and Chen [78] 2019 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Methods Review)

Reviewing 72 studies in tourism
demand forecasting from
2008 to 2017

11 Liu et al. [13] 2019 Scientometric Review A bibliometric analysis of
543 articles from the WoS Core
Collection was identified for
tourism forecasting research

12 Song et al. [15] 2019 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review & Methods
Review)

Reviewing 211 key tourism
demand forecasting papers
published between 1968 and 2018

13 Zhang et al. Wei [8] 2020 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review) and Scientometric
Review

Utilizing a scientometric review of
trends and structures from 388
bibliographic records for global
travel demand from 1999 to 2018

14 Li et al. [79] 2021 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review)

Articles published in academic
journals from 2012 to 2019 on
tourism forecasting with internet
data were reviewed

15 Wang and Gao [80] 2021 Traditional Descriptive Analysis
(Papers Review) & Three Citation
Analyses

Reviewing 87 air travel demand
studies published from 2010
to 2020
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3. Methodology
3.1. Database

There are two phases of data collection for this study using the VOSviewer analysis
program. The initial step is to identify a comprehensive bibliography that enables broad
access to high-quality scholarly research publications as reliable information resources.
Web of Science (WoS) was used to retrieve the publications and gather data on the evolution
of tourism forecasting in January 2022. The WoS from Thomson Reuters includes the
Science Citation Index Expanded and the Social Sciences Citation Index [81]. In addition, it
provides extensive access to reference and bibliography statistics for scholarly publications,
making it a valuable resource for bibliometric studies [18,82].

The subsequent step is to extract articles from bibliographical databases using ap-
proved keywords, with particular attention paid to the reliability and generalizability of
keywords and inspections to confirm the relevancy of each study retrieved. Combined
methods in tourism forecasting are highly innovative. The research on combined fore-
casting in the tourism context is significantly less established, and a single-theme article
database does not suffice to support the complete set of research. Therefore, we must
consistently investigate and expand the field beyond generic theme research. This study
utilized the two data themes of the article databases (Tourism Demand Forecasting and
Combined Tourism Demand Forecasting). In addition, a screening process was used to
exclude publications that were irrelevant to the study topic. This initial raw data yielded
12,865 documents for tourism demand and 2657 documents for tourism forecasting areas
between 1980 to 2021. The number of articles was subsequently reduced by using the
following criteria for extracting items from the WoS Collections database: (i) Database:
Thomson Reuters’s WoS; (ii) Theme(a): “tourism demand forecasting” or “tourist arrivals
forecasting”; Theme(b): “combine/combined/combining/combination tourism demand
forecasting”; (iii) Time Span: “1980–2021”; (iv) Documents Type: “All Documents”; (v) Lan-
guage Type: “English”. After examining all publications on the list for the aforementioned
criteria, additional exclusions were made based on topical significance. After document
screening, the final database contained 861 tourism demand forecasting documents and
29 combined tourism demand forecasting documents on sustainable construction.

3.2. Analysis Framework

Firstly, as inferred from Figure 2, the key data themes are categorized and summa-
rized in line with the search-engine-retrieved articles on tourism demand forecasting and
combined tourism demand forecasting based on the WoS database screening. In addition
to general tourism demand forecasting research, the scope of the relatively new field of
combined tourism forecasting was concerned to identify tourism forecasting research needs.
Thus, a linked analytic framework was developed to assess and display the two themes
of published tourism forecasting research between 1980 and 2021. Secondly, this study
also conducted a descriptive statistics investigation and a scientometric evaluation of these
analytical themes. Using a statistics description synopsis of the distribution of pertinent
publications throughout 1980–2021, countries/regions, high-yield paper sources, authors
and organizations, and those publications that have received the most citations, six desir-
able outcomes were derived from the existing body of tourism research in the first sub-step.
In addition, the software VOSviewer was used to capture the maps of co-citations (cited
sources, cited references, and cited authors), cooperation networks (author institutions
or organizations, countries/regions, and authors), and topical issues pertaining to future
research directions in order to discern the visualization links of cooperation knowledge
network mappings pertaining to the two themes of the scientometric review. Finally, relying
upon the aforementioned two parts, the used models or methods for the combined forecast-
ing in tourism research were summarized to locate the current hotspots and development
directions for subsequent studies. The outcomes of this procedure can serve as a helpful
resource for future authors exploring innovative strategies for this research field.
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Figure 2. Analysis Framework.

4. Main Tourism Forecasting Methods

Throughout the previous three to four decades, a multitude of tourism forecasting
models have been proposed, each attempting to investigate the underlying reason for visitor
volatility and develop precise projections for tourist arrivals [83]. Most of these studies
employed multiple methods, which can be divided into five types: (1) time series models,
(2) econometric models, (3) artificial intelligence (AI) models, (4) judgmental forecasting
methods, and (5) combined and hybrid methods, as described in Figure 3. Based on the
most fundamental models or methods, scholars can investigate and build further models
in the field of tourism demand forecasting.

1 
 

 
1. 

 
2. 

 

Figure 3. The main tourism forecasting methods categories form (Reprinted/Adapted with per-
mission from Ref. [83]. Copyright © 2018, Jun, Yuyan, Lingyu and Peng, published by Elsevier
(RightsLink Copyright License No.: 5345280121479)).
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4.1. Time Series Models

In the case of time series models, future trends may be predicted by extending a
single past data series. By analyzing statistics, these models strive to identify patterns,
slopes, and cycles in time series. In contrast to methods that rely on a random sampling
of data, time series models rely on consecutive points that reflect sequential evaluations
completed at uniformly spaced intervals [74]. When a pattern is found, future results
can be predicted using time series models. Basic and advanced time series models are
subsets of time series models. The most fundamental forms of time series models are the
naïve, autoregressive (AR), single exponential smoothing (SES), moving average (MA),
and historical average (HA) models. The addition of extra time series properties, such as
trends and seasonality, distinguish advanced time series models from basic time series
models. A wide variety of ARIMA models are often used in tourism demand time series
evaluations. By including current and lagged data (AR), current and lagged random
shocks (MA), degrees of integration (I), and seasonality variations (S), it is possible to
estimate tourism demand in a wide variety of conditions using ARIMA models. To solve
the limitations of simple exponential smoothing (SES), enhanced ES methods combine
additional propensity and seasonality inclinations. Parallel to performing decompositions
of tendencies, a number of other methods are routinely used to match tourism data with
tendency curvatures for the goal of further research. Due to their ease of application
and potential to capture past trends, time series models have been frequently used in the
tourism forecasting industry [84]. Following an assessment of the accuracy of various
tourist arrival forecasting models, it has been proven that time series models can create
adequate forecasts at a low cost and with desirable benefits.

4.2. Ecomometric Models

Due to the ongoing interest in econometric forecasting models, there has been a greater
emphasis on the search for causal links between economic concerns and tourist arrivals in
various empirical situations. The first step in building econometric forecasting models is to
“specify probable causality,” followed by “sorting” the inefficient and effective components
(as supported by demand theory) to distinguish between the two. Due to their efficacy in ac-
complishing this objective, econometric forecasting models are an integral aspect of tourism
forecasting research and practices. In econometric models, collections of postulated causal
variables have been used to identify the correlations between variables such as tourism
demand and tourist expenditure. Based on these explanatory variables’ functions, tourism
forecasting may be formed [83]. Specifically, the industry has adopted advanced econo-
metric models, including the distributed lag (DL) model, the autoregressive distributed
lag model (ADLM/ARDL), and the error correction model (ECM). DL models consider
both the current and historical values of contributing factors that determine contemporary
visitor demand. When evaluating tourism demand, both the long-run relationship between
tourism demand and its affecting elements and the short-run error correction mechanism
based on the ADLM/ARDL are evaluated. Likewise, the ADLM/ARDL and ECM are
essential for recognizing tourism demand trends and adding exogenous variables into
existing dynamic time series models. It has been determined that the ADLM/ARDL and
the ECM effectively predict or forecast tourism demand.

In contrast to the ADLM/ARDL and ECM, exogenous variables can be integrated into
dynamic time series models as opposed to static single-equation models. Consider the ARI-
MAX model, which focuses significantly on forecasting changes in tourism demand, as an
example. It is often referred to as a partial adjustment model, yet it has the same functional
structure as a reduced ADLM/ARDL. ARIMAX-type models such as the ADLM/ARDL
and ECM perform well when static changing parameters and MIDAS features are used in
conjunction with them when predicting and forecasting tourism demand.
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4.3. Artificial Intelligence Models

Strategies that are data-driven and model-free can analyze nonlinear data without
prior knowledge of the relationships between the input and output variables. The current
development and implementation of artificial-intelligence-based forecasting methods is a
further significant component of forecasting. The artificial neural network (ANN) model,
the most extensively used AI-based model, has shown an excellent capacity for survival
and adaptability when processing erroneous inputs and dealing with nearly all sorts of
nonlinearity, even with correct inputs. Artificial-intelligence-based methods have been
widely used to forecast occurrences in a wide array of scientific fields, including medicine
and astronomy. Due to the effectiveness of AI-assisted tools, tourism researchers are
increasingly relying on them to forecast demand, including the support vector regression
(SVR) method [85], the fuzzy time series method [86], the rough sets approach [87], and
grey theory [88]. Some tourism demand forecasting studies have utilized artificial neural
network (ANN) models such as the multilayer perceptron (MLP), the radial basis function
(RBF), and the Elman network. The empirical findings indicate that ANN models with bad
time series data perform well. Studies on tourism demand forecasting have focused on
combined ANN models with conventional time series models. To measure the accuracy of
forecasts, combining Box–Jenkins and ANN models, linear models (such as Naïve, ES, or
ARIMA models), and nonlinear AI models (such as back-propagation neural networks or
SVRs) are effective.

4.4. Judgmental Forecasting Methods

In tourism research, the Delphi technique and scenario-building are uncommon meth-
ods [89]. The Delphi method is a long-standing judgment method for lengthy demand
forecasting that has been developed over an extended period [90]. This method aims to
foster discussion and consensus regarding the overall unpredictability of tourist supply and
demand [91], as knowledge of demand drivers and their origins is limited to nonexistent.
The Delphi method is utilized to collect data on tourism, predict future consequences, and
in particular, create regional databases. It is predicted that the integration of these initiatives
will result in a useful regulatory instrument for tourism and hospitality administration.
Meanwhile, in 1995, Moutinho and Witt [92] proposed an alternative Delphi consensus
forecasting approach, whereby a panel of experts is encouraged to study and share their
insights on the performance of the tourism business. This situation design method has
been used in policymaking and sociological research, especially to explore climate change.
However, Delphi technique in the realm of tourism forecasting is also continually evolving.
Several studies, for instance, are being conducted to adjust visitor arrival projections using
Delphi. Other research examined the accuracy of time series projections using Delphi
questions, and some studies employ scenario analysis and dynamic Delphi polls to modify
ADLM/ARDL estimations.

4.5. Combined and Hybrid Methods

Using approaches that combine various projections, a novel approach to tourism
forecasting research includes the forecasts associated with the individual models [93]. Such
procedures leverage a variety of techniques to generate many estimates for the same de-
mand variable and then combine them into a single final forecast [15]. A hybrid model is
a forecasting model that incorporates the best aspects of numerous models. Combining
the predictions from many models can be accomplished using various methods, including
averaging, weighting based on forecast accuracy, and regression-based integration. Another
proposed benefit is that drawing on elements from various models allows for the portfolio
diversification of various forecasts. Several studies have demonstrated that combination
often improves forecasting accuracy in the context of the mean [94]. According to empirical
studies, combined forecasts are also a valuable method for boosting the accuracy of tourism
forecasting [93,95,96]. As such, exploiting efficacious methods to conduct tourism demand
volatility forecasting, especially volatility combined forecasting, is a growing area of in-
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terest in tourism research [97,98]. As the projections are derived from methods including
numerous sources or employing multiple sources in fundamentally different ways, this
more general issue merits further analysis.

5. Descriptive Statistics Analysis
5.1. Trends in Tourism Demand Forecasting (TDF) and Combined Tourism Demand
Forecasting (CTDF)

The two graphs show the temporal trend of publications between 1980 and 2021.
The evolution of each collection over time can be examined and evaluated by referring to
Figure 4. In the first emerging phase (1980 to 1990), the number of publications produced
per year was negligible at almost zero. From 1991 to 2004, four papers were produced each
year within Theme(a)-TDF-861 in the second pick-up pace phase. As for the third rapid
development phase, Theme(a)-TDF-861 displays experienced growth with volatility as the
volume of papers climbed to approximately 35/year. Remarkably, this phase exhibits a
mushroomed trend due to the fluctuations for Theme(b)-CTDF-29. This theme has the
potential to become a new area of interest for future research.

 

2 

3. 

 
4. 

 
5. 

Figure 4. Year-by-year trends of publications for two themes in phase I, phase II, and phase III.

The publications in distinct countries/regions relating to the two primary themes are
depicted in the map and bar charts shown in Figure 5. Regarding the TDF-861 theme, the top
three high-yielding countries/regions are China (259 publications), the UK (94 publications),
and the USA (89 publications), accounting for about 30.08%, 10.92%, and 10.34% of published
articles, respectively. As for CTDF-29, in terms of total publishing volumes, China accounts for
56.67% (17), the UK for 23.33% (7), and Taiwan (China) for 16.67% (5). Overall, China and the
UK have become the most prolific countries, as inferred from the two-bar charts.
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5.2. Top Prolific Authors

Table 3 also shows the prolific authors, namely Song H.Y., Law R., Li G. and Witt S.F.,
within Theme(a) and Theme(b) based on the results of the top yielding countries/regions:
China and the UK. Some of them are affiliated with the same institution, university, coun-
try/region, allowing them to collaborate on research. In the section on scientometric
analysis that follows, these links will be mapped using the VOSviewer software. Therefore,
these authors’ publications have the highest citation rate in tourism forecasting research
for future studies. In addition, these experts are considered pioneers and explorers of com-
bined tourism forecasting methods based on individual research and forecasting methods.
Their findings have contributed significantly to the evolution of integrated forecasting in
tourism demand research.
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Table 3. Top prolific authors in two themes.

TDF-861 CTDF-29

Authors NP NP Country/Region Institutions TP TNC H Index

Song H.Y. 46 8 Hong Kong (China) The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

168 6825 46

Law R. 21 Macau (China) &
Hong Kong (China)

University of Macau &
The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

480 17,426 59

Li G. 24 3 UK University of Surrey 34 2530 24

Witt S.F. 21 3 UK University of Surrey 63 2477 23

Smeral E. 12 Austria Modul University Vienna 31 721 13

Wang S.Y. 12 China Chinese Academy of
Sciences

557 14,329 56

Claveria O. 10 Spain University of Barcelona 33 440 10

Pan B. 10 USA Pennsylvania State
University

70 4395 25

Gunter U. 9 3 Austria Modul University Vienna 36 628 13

Wu D.C. 9 3 China Sun Yat-sen University 13 795 11

Hu Y.C. 3 Taiwan (China) Chung Yuan Christian
University

106 1194 20

Jiang P. 3 China Shandong University 21 110 7

Coshall J.T. 2 UK London Metropolitan
University

16 233 8

Önder I. 2 Austria Modul University Vienna 19 618 13

Qiu R.T.R. 2 Macau (China) University of Macau 13 388 8

Note: NP: Numbers of Publications; TP: Total Publications; TNC: Total Numbers of Citations.

5.3. Top Prolific Institutions

For Themes(a) and Theme(b) in Figure 6, when the top high-yield authors and high-
yield countries/regions were combined with the observations, China and the UK produced
the most published works between 1980 and 2021. The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
and the University of Surrey, in particular, come out on top in these published works under
both of the two themes. Consequently, it is imperative that readers seeking articles on
tourism forecasting combine high-yield authors, journals, and institutions to uncover more
high-quality research references [8]. Moreover, based on the number of publications on the
two themes, authors from other countries/regions or institutions might work on Theme(b)
and investigate additional combined research methods.
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5.4. Top Prolific Journals

As inferred from Table 4, the distribution indicates the top 5 high-yield publications.
Tourism Management (impactor factor: 10.967) leads with 65 and 5 publications, respec-
tively, in the TDF-861 and CTDF-29 themes, followed by Tourism Economics (impact factor:
4.438) with 63 articles in Theme(a). Annals of Tourism Research (impact factor: 9.011)
has 55 and 6 publications, respectively, on the two themes. The International Journal of
Forecasting (impact factor: 3.779) presents 24 and 2 papers on two themes, respectfully.
In general, except for the tourism demand field, publications about tourism forecasting
published highly influential publications. However, it is evident that just 29 papers on
combined tourism make up a very small proportion of all publications in the tourism fore-
casting area, resulting in the publication of relatively few articles in the above-mentioned
prestigious journals. In contrast, Table 4 does not provide the relationships from data rela-
tionship visualization in addition to static data. If only these data were considered, it would
be difficult for readers to comprehend the relevance of the content in each journal and
article. Consequently, the next section of the scientometric knowledge network mapping’s
description allows readers to collect and analyze the dynamic links between journals and
papers as well as other evaluation criteria in the field of tourism forecasting research.
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Table 4. Top five prolific journals in two themes.

Theme Rank Journal First
Electronic JCR Year NP Proportion

% IF (2020) PF
(Issues/Year)

Country/
Region

TDF-861 1 Tourism
Management 1997 65 7.549 10.967 6 UK

2 Tourism Economics 2010 63 7.317 4.438 4 UK

3 Annals of Tourism
Research 1997 55 6.388 9.011 6 USA

4 Journal of Travel
Research 2010 28 3.252 10.982 6 USA

5
International
Journal of
Forecasting

1997 24 2.787 3.779 4 Netherlands

CTDF-29 1 Annals of Tourism
Research 1997 6 18.182 9.011 6 USA

2 Tourism
Management 1997 5 15.152 10.967 6 UK

3 Expert Systems
with Applications 1998 2 6.061 6.954 24 USA

4
International
Journal of
Forecasting

1997 2 6.061 3.779 4 Netherlands

5
Journal of
Hospitality &
Tourism Research

2010 2 6.061 5.161 4 USA

Note: NP: Numbers of Publications; JCR: Journal Citation Reports; IF: Impact Factor; PF: Publication Frequency.

5.5. Top Cited Papers

Table 5 displays the most frequently mentioned papers and some of their properties.
These data aid researchers determine which article seems to be the most significant out of
all those published on two themes. The total numbers of references and the average annual
numbers of citations were used to measure the influence and quality of the publications.
The publication of Song and Li [6] on TDF-861 received 817 citations, making 2008 the
year with the most citations. The papers under tourism forecasting, on the other hand,
all connect to high-yield authors and high-yield journals (Tourism Management). Several
authors offered innovative methods for conducting research, such as merging individual
models to improve the accuracy of forecasting in diverse research fields. In terms of the
CTDF-29 theme, therefore, there was Hyndman et al. [99] in 2011 with 152 citations, Wong
et al. [93] in 2007 with 137 citations, and Song et al. [15] in 2019 with 128 citations. However,
combined tourism demand forecasting and tourism demand volatility forecasting produce
fewer publications than other fields.

Therefore, according to the above analysis, combined methods in tourism forecasting
is still innovative. Further academic research is required to assist governments, tourist
organizations, and policymakers from many countries/regions in developing accurate and
exact tourism strategies by recognizing tourism demand volatility [100–103].
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Table 5. Top cited papers in two themes.

Theme Order Authors Title PY Journal TNC ACPY

TDF-861 1 Song and Li [6] Tourism demand modelling and
forecasting—A review of recent research

2008 TM 817 62.85

2 Witt and Witt [70] Forecasting tourism demand: A review
of empirical research

1995 IJOF 470 18.08

3 Lenzen et al. [104] The carbon footprint of global tourism 2018 NCC 401 133.67

4 Goh and Law [105] Modeling and forecasting tourism
demand for arrivals with
stochasticnonstationary seasonality and
intervention

2002 TM 251 13.21

5 Chen and Wang [106] Support vector regression with genetic
algorithms in forecasting tourism
demand

2007 TM 227 16.21

6 Law [107] Back-propagation learning in improving
the accuracy of neural network-based
tourism demand forecasting

2000 TM 208 9.90

7 Law and Au [108] A neural network model to forecast
Japanese demand for travel to Hong
Kong

1999 TM 202 9.18

8 Yang et al. [109] Forecasting Chinese tourist volume with
search engine data

2015 TM 202 33.67

9 Huang and Min [110] Earthquake devastation and recovery in
tourism: The Taiwan case

2002 TM 195 10.26

10 Cho [111] A comparison of three different
approaches to tourist arrival forecasting

2003 TM 172 9.56

CTDF-29 1 Hyndman et al. [99] Optimal combination forecasts for
hierarchical time series

2011 CSDA 152 15.2

2 Wong et al. [93] Tourism forecasting: To combine or not
to combine?

2007 TM 137 9.79

3 Song et al. [15] A review of research on tourism demand
forecasting: Launching the Annals of
Tourism Research Curated Collection on
tourism demand forecasting

2019 AOTR 128 64

4 Chen [9] Combining linear and nonlinear model
in forecasting tourism demand

2011 ESWA 94 9.4

5 Andrawis et al. [112] Combination of long term and short
term forecasts, with application to
tourism demand forecasting

2011 IJOF 86 8.6

6 Shen et al. [95] Combination forecasts of international
tourism demand

2011 AOTR 76 7.6

7 Gunter and Önder [113] Forecasting city arrivals with Google
Analytics

2016 AOTR 67 13.4

8 Pai et al. [114] Tourism demand forecasting using
novel hybrid system

2014 ESWA 59 8.43

9 Song et al. [115] Combining statistical and judgmental
forecasts via a web-based tourism
demand forecasting system

2013 IJOF 51 6.38

10 Coshall [101] Combining volatility and smoothing
forecasts of UK demand for
international tourism

2009 TM 49 4.08

Note: PY: Publish Year; TNC: Total Numbers of Citations; ACPY: Average Citations Per Year; TM: Tourism
Management; IJOF: International Journal of Forecasting; AOTR: Annals of Tourism Research; NCC: Nature
Climate Chang; CSDA: Computational Statistics and Data Analysis; ESWA: Expert Systems with Applications.

6. Scientometric Review
6.1. Co-Citation Analysis

In the context of co-citation analysis, the semantics of articles with shared citations
are evaluated [53]. The size, color, and connectivity of nodes and links in co-citation
network maps can be utilized to analyze the findings of the study. The most prominent
nodes are works that have been cited by numerous researchers, indicating that the paper
has had a greater influence. Because the reference articles were published in different
years, the colors of the links indicate when a specific tie was established. A couple of times,
citations that occurred together within the primary sources are represented by links between
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nodes, which constitute co-citation connections [35]. In order to better comprehend the
mental configuration maps of tourism demand forecasting and combined forecasting of the
tourism demand area, this study evaluated the sources, references, and knowledge network
mappings of the co-authors of two data subjects. Moreover, the structure of co-citation
authorship links for authors with multicultural awareness in their respective fields was
illustrated with statistics [8,16].

6.1.1. Cited Sources

The WoS bibliographic information for the two themes evaluated for this research was
derived from approximately 900 articles, and Figure 7 depicts the co-citation knowledge
network mappings for the journal resource. The interactive map makes it straightforward
to identify the most important cited journals. When gathering data, the strength of the
links significantly supports the frequency of co-citations for each journal. In addition,
the cited journal articles generate knowledge networking mappings of co-cited journals,
exhibiting linkage (L) and total link strength (TLS) for each journal. For example, co-
citation was discovered to contain connections spanning from 224 down 110 across the
knowledge networking mapping’s five highest co-cited publications in order from Theme(a)
to Theme(b), namely, Tourism Management (199L and 130668TLS; 224L and 2033TLS),
Annals of Tourism Research (199L and 74232TLS; 141L and 9700TLS), International Journal
of Forecasting (199L and 52817TLS; 150L and 10277TLS), Journal of Travel Research (198L
and 35905TLS; 132L and 7080TLS), and Tourism Economics (195L and 31882TLS; 110L
and 3265TLS). These results demonstrate the journals’ power and impact on the tourism
demand forecasting and combined tourism demand forecasting fields in terms of co-
citation frequency. This conclusion is supported by the fact that each magazine possesses
distinctive qualities, such as a persuasive editorial policy and type of peer review, a diverse
geographical distribution of editors, and a diverse geographical distribution of writers.

Among them, the Journal of Travel Research (JTR) has the highest impact factor
(10.982) among the tourism journals. JTR is the oldest of the world’s top-ranked scholarly
publications devoted completely to travel and tourism, reflecting the economic and social
significance of tourism on a global scale. It provides a worldwide and multidisciplinary
viewpoint on the most effective development and management techniques by publishing
research that expands our understanding of significant travel and tourism phenomena.
Tourism Management (TM) also has a high impact factor (10.967). It is the premier academic
publication devoted to travel and tourist management, including planning and policy. The
journal examines international, national, and regional tourism as well as specialized man-
agement concerns through an interdisciplinary lens. TM welcomes innovative subjects
and views that challenge existing paradigms in order to expand the tourism management
knowledge base. Annals of Tourism Research (AOTR) ranks as the third journal with a 9.011
impact factor in the tourism category. It is a publication in the social sciences that focuses
on scholarly viewpoints on tourism. AOTR is ultimately committed to the development
of theoretical conceptions that transcend the commercial, social, and behavioral sciences
while attempting to strike a balance between theory and application. Its strategies are to
invite and encourage submissions from a variety of disciplines, to serve as a forum through
which these disciplines can interact, and thus to contribute to the literature on tourism
social science from a multidisciplinary perspective by expanding the frontiers of knowledge
and fostering interdisciplinarity. In recent years, the influence of Tourism Economics (TE)
has also increased (4.438). It focuses on the broader business elements of tourism. Articles
discuss the components of the tourism product as well as the economic organization of
tourism at the micro and macro levels. The core subject areas consist of, among others,
forecasting, economic development, the structure of the tourism industry, and the regional
economic implications of tourism developments. The International Journal of Forecasting
(IJOF) publishes high-quality refereed papers covering all aspects of forecasting. Its objec-
tive is to unify the field and bridge the gap between theory and practice, making forecasting
useful and relevant for decision and policy makers. It is open to many points of view and
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encourages debate to find solutions for problems facing the field. Topics cover economic
and econometric forecasting, financial forecasting, and time series forecasting methods.
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Therefore, since the establishment of these journals, there have been 1229 papers on
tourism forecasting in the Journal of Travel Research; Tourism Management has 947 articles,
with 38 published annually in the last five years; Annals of Tourism Research has 718 articles,
with 21 published annually over the past five years. Tourism Economics covered 472 pub-
lications, whereas the International Journal of Forecasting covered 126 articles, with an
average of six papers produced during the last five years. Most tourism forecasting schol-
ars prefer to publish in one of the first three journals, namely TM and AOTR, partly
because these periodicals are edited or reviewed by professionals in the field of tourism
forecasting. Scholars in this field can benefit from the diversity of these people’s thoughts
and perspectives.
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6.1.2. Cited References

The most prominent nodes represent papers that have been mentioned by a variety
of researchers in Figure 8. As expected, the majority of cited papers across the network
of co-citations were published in Tourism Management and Annals of Tourism Research,
as these are the main journals for the greatest number of articles on either of the two
data themes. In 2008, Song and Li [6] attained the most citations on tourism demand
modeling and forecasting and supported combined forecasting as a study orientation to
improve forecasting accuracy. Remarkably, some research focuses on combined forecasting
in tourism demand or tourism demand volatility. Wong et al. [93] in 2007 and Song and
Li [6] in 2008 in Tourism Management, and Li et al. [116] in 2006 in the Journal of Travel
Research, are the most highly cited articles in Theme(b)-CTDF.
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6.1.3. Cited Authors

According to Figure 9, the cited authors were retrieved within the network through
meeting a frequency, citations(C), linkages(L), and total link strength (TLS). The threshold
was limited between 200 and 300 in each of the two themes. These top three authors are
presented in order of their initial year of co-citation, Theme(a)-TDF-861: Song H.Y., (516C,
215L, 16219TLS), Witt S.F. (443C, 216L, 11304TLS) and Law R. (392C, 216L, 10007TLS);
Theme(b)-CTDF-29: Song H.Y. (55C, 139L, 2910TLS), Lim C. (23C, 122L, 1472TLS) and Chu
F.L. (24C, 116L, 1421TLS). These two concepts all revolve around Song H.Y. In addition,
all authors were engaged in tourism demand forecasting context research or combined
tourism demand forecasting context research between 1980 and 2021, showing that they
conducted the associated research in an ongoing manner. Therefore, upgrading subjects,
such as the TDF and CTDF themes, would rely on the collaboration of academics from
comparable domains.

Given that a high degree of diversity in scientific research cooperation is beneficial to
the increase in scientific research output and the enhancement of the quality of the scientific
research output, this is one of the reasons for the high citation rate. Therefore, sharing
resources and expertise is viewed as crucial in fostering collaboration. From the perspective
of the research level, the research on scientific cooperation can be divided into three levels:
between countries/regions, between scientific research institutes or research and devel-
opment (R&D) enterprises, and between individual scientists and research teams. Their
own joint articles are referenced less frequently than publications published by domestic
researchers and international authors. Intriguingly, the larger the level of international
co-authorship for an academic institution, the higher the quality of its own research in com-
parison to a single institution’s cooperation. As suggested by the two themes in Figure 9,
author qualities influence the desire to cooperate without distinguishing between national
and international cooperation. Song H.Y. and Law R. work in the same university and
have a strong intellectual partnership. Witt S.F. is from the University of Surrey, Lim C.
is from the University of Macau, and Chu F.L. is from the National Taiwan University;
they are encouraged to collaborate on research. This trend indicates that the author has
a high degree of collaboration diversity and strong cooperation stability. A high degree
of cooperation can increase the number of articles with high impact. Therefore, based
on these specialists’ research and academic status, scholars will reference and study the
new ideas and hotspots introduced by their writing of articles, building a highly cited
knowledge network mapping centered on them and advancing the current growth of
research in the field.
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6.2. Cooperation Networks

Understanding the trends of scientific knowledge flowing through countries/regions,
institutions, and authors, and locating significant academic organizations and authors,
would be aided by cooperation analysis. Therefore, cooperation networks analyses are
crucial for comprehending scholarly interaction and knowledge dissemination [35].

6.2.1. Institutions

For 1980–2021, institutions’ cooperation knowledge network mappings included
corporation ties depicted in Figure 10: Theme(a)-TDF-861, with a total of 397 links (L), in
order, including The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (110L), University of Surrey (49L),
Chinese Academy of Sciences (32L), University of Chinese Academy of sciences (20L), Sun
Yat-sen University (17L) and Bournemouth University (15L). Theme(b)-CTDF-29 exhibits a
total of 18 links within The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (9L), University of Surrey
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(9L), Free University of Bozen-Bolzano (6L), Leeds Beckett University (6L), and North-West
University (2L). In total, numerous themes are associated with multiple organizations.
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University represents a prominent producer and a pioneer
in academic tourism forecasting research from a quantitative scope across institutions.
Likewise, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Henan University, Fujian Normal University,
Shanxi Normal University, and Guangxi Normal University are among the mainland
Chinese universities with whom The Hong Kong Polytechnic has ties.
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6.2.2. Countries/Regions

As depicted in Figure 11, the knowledge mappings of cooperating establish coun-
tries/regions, clusters, links, and total link strength during the years studied. The multiple
top three countries/regions were determined throughout the knowledge network map-
pings based on their relative involvement in papers in this study from two different areas.
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As for theme(a)-TDF-861, the knowledge mapping refers to 68 countries/regions, 13 clus-
ters, 199 links, and 348 total link strengths. Countries/Regions with the highest publication
frequency (documents (D), citations (C), links (L) and total link strength (TLS)) encompass
the People’s Republic of China (259D, 7229C, 25L, 100TLS), the UK (87D, 4186C, 29L, 98TLS)
and Australia (71D, 2732C, 21L, 56TLS). Theme(b)-CTDF-29, with 14 countries/regions,
4 cluster, 28 links, 32 total link strength, describes the UK (8D, 277C, 11L, 14TLS), People’s
Republic of China (18D, 558C, 4L, 8TLS), and France (1D, 10C, 5L, 5TLS).
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Overall, tourism demand or volatility, research groups, scientific research, and the
fraction of tourism-related institutions influence production [18]. Mainland China and
Hong Kong (China) produced the most tourism forecasting studies, followed by the UK
and Australia. This is due to the fact that these three countries/regions have substantial
amounts of tourists, tourism resources, and tourism scholars. Geographical and physical
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limits, therefore, have a substantial impact on joint efforts. [35]. European nations, such as
the United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Spain, contributed more to creating ties with other
nations or regions based on their stronger propensity for association and study. However,
relations between Asian nations are substantially less close. The findings correspond to
the studies conducted by Zhang et al. [8] for 2020. This study shows that research into
multilateral tourism collaboration may be boosted in the context of substantial tourism
forecasting information. Similarly, the UK, Canada, and European nations may engage
bilaterally in tourism research.

6.2.3. Authors

The knowledge network mappings of authors who helped with tourism demand
forecasting and combined tourism demand forecasting research are shown in Figure 12. The
studies published by Song H.Y. featured the most interconnected cooperative environment,
followed by Law R. and Li G. These authors and their work have a prominent guiding
effect on tourism forecasting and combined tourism forecasting research. Significantly,
the collaboration between writers has become the norm in the field of scientific research.
In other words, cooperation can be viewed as a strategic alternative for academics in
response to the tradition that journal publications and citations are essential criteria for
promotion and tenure or research grants. It enables researchers to participate in multiple
research initiatives instead of committing all of their time to a single topic and combining
abilities and sharing resources and experience. Cooperation appears to have the ability to
improve a scholar’s research output in terms of the number of publications and the effect
of their study on later work. For instance, if an author wants to increase the quantity of
their scientific research output, they can focus on establishing a stable and high-frequency
cooperation model with their partners, increasing the diversity of their partners, and
actively cooperating with scholars from various academic backgrounds, which can help
them improve the “quality” and “quantity” of their publications.

In Theme(a)-TDF-861 and Theme(b)-CTDF-29, they gradually established the coop-
eration centers on Song H.Y. Two interesting points should be noted here: Li G., who
collaborated with Song H.Y., hails from the University of Surrey in the UK (shown in
the cluster to the left of the image of the group), and Li G., who has developed a close
collaborative relationship with Law R., hails from Deakin University in Australia (shown in
the cluster to the right of Li G.). Song H.Y. and Law R. are working in the same university
(The Hong Kong Polytechnic University) and share the same research interests, academic
credentials, and skills. They have engaged in high-frequency collaboration and encouraged
Li G. to join them. Consequently, it is evident from the two themes that the scope of inter-
national scientific research cooperation in tourism demand forecasting continues to grow.
A global network of scientific research cooperation for tourism forecasting has essentially
been established. This shows that on the basis of expanding the scale of their collaborators,
researchers actively cooperate with researchers with different professional backgrounds,
which can improve the heterogeneity of the cooperation network.

Therefore, an exact investigation into the writers’ collaboration must be conducted.
Nevertheless, given that members of the same faculties are more likely to interact, the most
common sort of collaboration is between employees at the same university or institution,
along with cooperation between investigators and past work. The investigation’s outcomes
demonstrate how organizational affinity and mentorship links may help in long-term
research collaboration. With numerous contributions and different links, the knowledge
network mappings illustrate the domains’ multiple features and highlight how interactions
between scholars have contributed to the development of the tourism demand forecasting
and combined tourism demand forecasting disciplines.
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6.3. New Tendency

Clustering paper co-citations can reveal scholar-recognized content, and keywords
are a solid indicator for comprehending the research article. Evaluating keywords based
on co-occurrence and clustering can identify the rise of hot zones, developing trends,
and outburst terms that illustrate evolving trends. Patterns can highlight the study field’s
boundaries [117] in tourism demand forecasting and combined tourism demand forecasting
research. By examining keyword creation in TDF and CTDF, these knowledge network
mappings will clearly display its trend technique. Furthermore, a cluster analysis was
undertaken to analyze significant topics, substances, and relationships.
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As illustrated in Figure 13, keywords experiencing the highest citation spikes were
identified and evaluated using VOSviewer. The top 15 keywords (shown in Table 6) are
arranged in order of their publication to analyze research models or methods in greater
depth. Figure 13 and Table 6 provide some intriguing outcomes depending on the dis-
tribution of top keywords. As previously indicated, the size of each node indicates the
frequency with which phrases appear for each of the two themes. The most frequently used
terms are “tourist demand”, “tourism”, “forecasting”, “tourism demand forecasting”, and
“forecast combination”, which are consistent with the research topic. Thus, the knowledge
mapping cooperation center is developed based on the aforementioned keywords in two
distinct topics. Second, the three-primary standard methods, the econometric model (i.e.,
EGARCH), the time series model (i.e., ARIMA, Exponential Smoothing), and the artificial
intelligence model (i.e., artificial neural network), may be discovered by analyzing the
keyword knowledge network mappings [15].

Table 6. Keywords clusters for two themes.

Theme(a)-TDF-861 Theme(b)-CTDF-29

Keyword Cluster Occurrences TLS Keyword Cluster Occurrences TLS

Tourism demand 3 229 1023 Tourism demand 7 18 192

Demand 1 224 1033 Forecast
combination 1 13 124

Forecasting 3 147 657 Accuracy 6 9 98

Time-series 2 132 759 Time-series 10 9 82

Tourism 1 119 448 Combination 2 6 67

Accuracy 4 111 659 Models 4 6 67

Model 7 110 633 Demand 7 7 61

Tourism demand
forecasting 5 52 267 Forecasting 9 6 59

Seasonality 2 48 287 Econometric model 8 5 57

Arima 6 42 213 Combination
forecasting 7 4 40

Neural-Network 2 41 282 Forecasting accuracy 7 3 29

Tourism forecasting 5 38 156 Time-varying
parameter 3 2 29

Big data 5 35 219 Tourism demand
forecasting 11 2 22

Demand forecasting 7 24 110 Neural-Network 1 2 19

Combination 2 23 150 Combination
forecasts 10 2 15

Note: TLS represents total link strength.
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6.4. Summary of Combined Tourism Forecasting Methods

In tourism forecasting, empirical outcomes imply that any individual model cannot provide
the most reliable forecasts for widespread occurrences [6,76]. As demonstrated by Wong
et al. [93] in 2007, the accuracy of combined forecasts is significantly greater than the worst
unified forecast models or the average accuracy of separate models, which was also shown by
Shen et al. [95] in 2011 and Song et al. [96] in 2009. These systematic reviews may have swayed
due to their historical and future significance, but urgent issues raised by new forecasting
technology uses have also garnered academic interest.

In order to expedite the conduct of additional combined tourism forecasting research,
the purpose of this study is to investigate additional models or approaches suited for tourism
forecasting combinations. The following three primary model applications (time series models,
econometric models, and AI-based models) refer to different models and methods. Time
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series models include univariate state space, wavelet analysis, spectrum analysis, Naïve, ES,
(S)ARIMA, and others. Econometric models cover (S)AR(I)MAX, ADLM/ARDL, ECM, STSM,
VECM, multivariate state space, and more. AI-based models refer to SVR, ANN, grey model,
and fuzzy theory [15]. Comparisons of knowledge network mappings reveal that forecasting
models have become more diversified, multiple models have been combined, and forecasting
accuracy has increased, as seen by the substantial implications drawn from these findings.
Table 7 provides an overview of the combined models and methods found in the most cited
works on two distinct topics pertaining to these models to ensure that future research analyzes
the empirical outputs of people and combines methods for tourism forecasting.

Table 7. Summary of combined tourism forecasting research.

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of
Forecasting
Accuracy

Research Background

1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices
with forecasts of structural
time series and evaluation of
the influence of CGE

N/A Forecasting structural time
series and computing the
equilibrium effect on tourism
in Scotland

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR;
Combined methods (Simple
Combination,
Variance-covariance and
Discounted MSFE)

MAPE Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
ten key tourism arrivals in
Hong Kong (China)

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal
Naïve, SARIMA, RE-ADLM,
WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR
and TVP); Combined
methods (Simple Average,
Variance–Covariance and
Discounted MSFE)

Encompassing tests; MAPE Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
American tourism demand
from the UK

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Nai
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1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices with forecasts of structural 
time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 

N/A Forecasting structural time series 
and computing the equilibrium 
effect on tourism in Scotland 

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e 2; SES;
ARIMA-volatility (GARCH,
EGARCH and TGARCH);
Combined methods
(Mean-combined and
Variance–Covariance)

Encompassing tests; MAPE;
RMSPE; MedAPE; A test
for bias

Forecasting the tourism
demand from the UK to 12
global destinations by
incorporating volatility and
smoothing

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR;
Combined methods (Simple
average combination,
Variance-covariance
combination and Discounted
MSFE)

MAPE; Wilcoxon signed
rank test

Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
top ten tourism arrivals in
Hong Kong (China)

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP;
ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES;
Weighting methods (SA, FW,
RW, CW, HW and HM)

HEGY test; RMSE; MAPE;
BOP; WOP; MPI; WPP; BRP

Top ten source
countries/regions for Hong
Kong (China) tourism
demand

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR;
INV-MSE; RANK; LSE;
SHRINK; GEOM;
GEOM-WTD; HARM;
HARM-WTD; SWITC; HIER

Wilcoxon’s signed rank test;
SMAPE; MASE; M3 and
NN3 benchmarks

Main thirty-three tourist
arrivals for forecasting the
inbound tourism demand of
Egypt

8 Chen [9] 2011 Nai
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Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
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time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 
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(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e-SVR, ES-SVR and
ARIMA-SVR)

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
travelers from Taiwan (China)
to six destinations on a
monthly basis
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Table 7. Cont.

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of
Forecasting
Accuracy

Research Background

9 Coshall and
Charlesworth [102]

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A
regression-based time series

model; Nai
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combined models and methods found in the most cited works on two distinct topics 
pertaining to these models to ensure that future research analyzes the empirical outputs 
of people and combines methods for tourism forecasting. ϋ

Table 7. Summary of combined tourism forecasting research. 

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of 
Forecasting 
Accuracy 

Research Background 

1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices with forecasts of structural 
time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 

N/A Forecasting structural time series 
and computing the equilibrium 
effect on tourism in Scotland 

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e 2; Combined
methods (Equal weights,
Variance-covariance,
Statistical combination and
Goal combination)

MAPE Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
UK’s outbound tourism
demand to eighteen
destinations

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting;
Combination

MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting
performance for Australian
domestic tourism

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM;
JML-ECM; VAR; TVP;
Seasonal Naïve; SARIMA;
Combined methods (Simple
Average, Variane-covariance,
Granger and Ramanthan
Regression, Discounted
MSFE, Shrinkage Method and
Time-Varying-Parameter
Combination Method with
the Kalman Filter)

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
quarterly tourism demand
from the UK to seven major
destinations

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction;
Exponential smoothing
prediction; Gray prediction;
Weight-varying combination

N/A Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
domestic tourism demand of
Hebei province (China)

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental
forecasting; Combined
methods (ADLM and Delphi)
depend on the tourism
demand forecasting system
(TDFS)

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong
(China) tourism demand

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA;
FCM+LLS-SVRGA;
FCM+LS-SVRGA; SVRGA;
GRNN; ARIMA

Wilcoxon signed rank test;
MAPE; RMSE

Combined forecasts for
American outbound tourism
demand to Taiwan (China)
and Hong Kong (China)

15 Croce [121] 2016 ARIMA; Judgmental
forecasts; Combined methods
(Variance-covariance,
Discounted (MSFE) and
Simple average combination)

MAE; DM test Examining the benefits of
combining the UNWTO
Tourism Confidence Index
(TCI) with statistical forecasts
using UNWTO unique
tourism indicator data sets

16 Gunter and Önder [113] 2016 VAR(2); BVAR(2); FAVAR(2);
BFAVAR(2); MA(2); ETS;

Nai
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combined models and methods found in the most cited works on two distinct topics 
pertaining to these models to ensure that future research analyzes the empirical outputs 
of people and combines methods for tourism forecasting. ϋ

Table 7. Summary of combined tourism forecasting research. 

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of 
Forecasting 
Accuracy 

Research Background 

1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices with forecasts of structural 
time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 

N/A Forecasting structural time series 
and computing the equilibrium 
effect on tourism in Scotland 

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e 1; Combined methods
(Uniform weights,
Bates–Granger weights,
Forecast encompassing tests
with uniform weights and
Forecast encompassing tests
with Bates–Granger weights)

MAE; RMSE Forecasting Vienna’s monthly
tourist arrivals

17 Wan and Song [103] 2018 HA; Nai
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combined models and methods found in the most cited works on two distinct topics 
pertaining to these models to ensure that future research analyzes the empirical outputs 
of people and combines methods for tourism forecasting. ϋ

Table 7. Summary of combined tourism forecasting research. 

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of 
Forecasting 
Accuracy 

Research Background 

1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices with forecasts of structural 
time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 

N/A Forecasting structural time series 
and computing the equilibrium 
effect on tourism in Scotland 

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e 1; Combined
methods (Simple average,
LiOP and GM1)

MSFE; QPS Forecasting turning points for
Hong Kong (China) tourism
demand
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Table 7. Cont.

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of
Forecasting
Accuracy

Research Background

18 Jun et al. [83] 2018 ARIMA; S-ANN; C-ANN;
E-ANN; C-C-ANN

MSE; RMSE; MAE; rMAE;
MAPE; RMSPE

Three data series were used:
Taiwan (China) tourism
demand from Hong Kong
(China) and Macao (China);
Chinese tourism demand
from Japan; and monthly
total inbound tourist arrivals
to China

19 Li et al. [122] 2019 Nai
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combined models and methods found in the most cited works on two distinct topics 
pertaining to these models to ensure that future research analyzes the empirical outputs 
of people and combines methods for tourism forecasting. ϋ

Table 7. Summary of combined tourism forecasting research. 

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of 
Forecasting 
Accuracy 

Research Background 

1 Blake et al. [118] 2006 Combining tourism indices with forecasts of structural 
time series and evaluation of the influence of CGE 

N/A Forecasting structural time series 
and computing the equilibrium 
effect on tourism in Scotland 

2 Wong et al. [93] 2007 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple Combination, Variance-covariance and 
Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the ten key tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

3 Shen et al. [5] 2008 Individual methods (Seasonal Naïve, SARIMA, RE-
ADLM, WB-ECM, JML-ECM, VAR and TVP); 
Combined methods (Simple Average, Variance–
Covariance and Discounted MSFE) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for American tourism 
demand from the UK 

4 Coshall [101] 2009 Naïve 2; SES; ARIMA-volatility (GARCH, EGARCH 
and TGARCH); Combined methods (Mean-combined 
and Variance–Covariance) 

Encompassing tests; 
MAPE; RMSPE; 
MedAPE; A test for 
bias 

Forecasting the tourism demand 
from the UK to 12 global 
destinations by incorporating 
volatility and smoothing 

5 Song et al. [96] 2009 SARIMA; ADLM; ECM; VAR; Combined methods 
(Simple average combination, Variance-covariance 
combination and Discounted MSFE) 

MAPE; Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 

Combination versus single-model 
forecasts for the top ten tourism 
arrivals in Hong Kong (China) 

6 Chan et al. [119] 2010 CUSUM procedure; QP; ADLM; ECM; VAR; ES; 
Weighting methods (SA, FW, RW, CW, HW and HM) 

HEGY test; RMSE; 
MAPE; BOP; WOP; 
MPI; WPP; BRP 

Top ten source countries/regions 
for Hong Kong (China) tourism 
demand  

7 Andrawis et al. [112] 2011 AVG; VAR1; VAR-NO-CORR; INV-MSE; RANK; LSE; 
SHRINK; GEOM; GEOM-WTD; HARM; HARM-WTD; 
SWITC; HIER 

Wilcoxon’s signed rank 
test; SMAPE; MASE; 
M3 and NN3 
benchmarks 

Main thirty-three tourist arrivals 
for forecasting the inbound 
tourism demand of Egypt 

8 Chen [9] 2011 Naïve method; ES; ARIMA; BPNN; SVR; Combined 
methods (Nai ̈ve-BPNN, ES-BPNN, ARIMA-BPNN, 
Naïve-SVR, ES-SVR and ARIMA-SVR) 

NMSE; MAPE; R Combination versus single-
model forecasts for travelers 
from Taiwan (China) to six 
destinations on a monthly basis 

9 Coshall and 
Charlesworth [102] 

2011 ARIMA-GARCH; SES; A regression-based time series 
model; Nai ̈ve 2; Combined methods (Equal weights, 
Variance-covariance, Statistical combination and Goal 
combination) 

MAPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for the UK’s 
outbound tourism demand to 
eighteen destinations 

10 Hyndman et al. [99] 2011 Hierarchical Forecasting; Combination MAE; RMSE Comparing the forecasting 
performance for Australian 
domestic tourism 

11 Shen et al. [95] 2011 RE-ADLM; WB-ECM; JML-ECM; VAR; TVP; Seasonal 
Naïve; SARIMA; Combined methods (Simple Average, 
Variane-covariance, Granger and Ramanthan 
Regression, Discounted MSFE, Shrinkage Method and 
Time-Varying-Parameter Combination Method with 
the Kalman Filter) 

MAPE; RMSPE Combination versus single-
model forecasts for quarterly 
tourism demand from the UK to 
seven major destinations  

12 Liu [120] 2012 Linear prediction; Exponential smoothing prediction; 
Gray prediction; Weight-varying combination 

N/A Combination versus single-
model forecasts for domestic 
tourism demand of Hebei 
province (China) 

13 Song et al. [115] 2013 ADLM; Judgmental forecasting; Combined methods 
(ADLM and Delphi) depend on the tourism demand 
forecasting system (TDFS) 

APE; MAPE; RMSPE Forecasting Hong Kong (China) 
tourism demand 

14 Pai et al. [114] 2014 LLS-SVRGA; LS-SVRGA; FCM+LLS-SVRGA; FCM+LS-
SVRGA; SVRGA; GRNN; ARIMA 

Wilcoxon signed rank 
test; MAPE; RMSE 

Combined forecasts for American 
outbound tourism demand to 
Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong 
(China) 

e; ES; SARIMA; STS;
VAR; ADLM; EC; TVP;
Interval combination
technique

MAPE; W (width of an
interval forecast); C
(Coverage rate); Winkler
score

Eight main markets for Hong
Kong (China) tourism
demand

20 Song et al. [15] 2019 Reviewing the forecasting
models/methods in the main
211 papers

N/A Analyzing 211 significant
articles published between
1968 and 2018

21 Hu and Song [123] 2020 ARIMA; ADL; ANN;
Combination

MAD; MAPE; MSE; RMSE;
RMSPE

Tourism demand from Hong
Kong (China) to Macau
(China)

22 Jiang et al. [124] 2020 FCM; FTS; LFTS; NFTS;
C-NFTS; M-NFTS; ASO;
ASO-NFTS; ASO- LFTS;
ARIMA; GM; SVM

MISE; MAE; RMSE; MAPE;
TIC; VAR2; Mann-Whitney
U test

Combined forecasts for
inbound tourism of Beijing,
Guangdong and the nation

23 Gunter et al. [125] 2020 ARIMA; REGARIMA; ETS;
Combined methods
(Bates-Granger weights and
Uniform weights)

RMSE; MAE; MAPE Examining the accuracy of
individual and combined
methods to forecast tourism
demand of European Union

24 Ma [126] 2021 Grey prediction model; BP
Neural Network; Weighted
combination (Parallel
combination model and
Series combination model)

MSE; R2 Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
China’s domestic tourism
complex environment

25 Qiu et al. [127] 2021 SARIMA; ETS; STL;
SARIMAX; ETSX; STLX;
Simple average combination
(time-series model and
intervention model)

MAPE; RMSE Combination versus
single-model forecasts for
hotel demand forecasts
during periods of crisis or
volatility, taking the 2019
social unrest in Hong Kong
(China)

26 Sánchez-Sánchez and
Sánchez [128]

2021 ARIMA; Holt-Winters
method; Combined methods
(Arithmetic mean, Linear and
Regression)

RECM; EAM; EAMP Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
quarterly both national and
international visitors in
Andalusia

27 Hu et al. [129] 2021 Linear combination; Grey
prediction; Nonadditive
forecast combination

N/A Combined forecasts for China
and Taiwan (China) tourism
demand

28 Gunter [130] 2021 Seasonal Naïve; ETS;
SARIMA; Trigonometric
Seasonality; Box–Cox
Transformation; ARMA
Errors; TBATS; Seasonal
NNAR; Seasonal NNAR with
an external regressor;
Combined methods (Mean,
Median, Regression-based
weights, Bates–Granger
weights and Bates–Granger
ranks)

Encompassing test Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
daily data in the six Viennese
hotel classes and their total
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Table 7. Cont.

Authors Year Forecasting Methods Measures of
Forecasting
Accuracy

Research Background

29 Hu [131] 2021 GM (1,1); Fractional GM (1,1);
NGBM (1,1); Fractional
NGBM (1,1); GGMM; IGM;
LUBE; NN; ARIMA; ES; STS;
MLP; Combinations of point
forecasts

MAPE; interval forecasting
(NMPIL, PICP); PINRW;
CWC; Friedman test;
Nemenyi post-hoc test

Combination versus
single-model forecasts for the
international tourist arrivals
in mainland China and
Taiwan (China)

Note: ADLM/ARDL: Autoregressive Distributed Lag Model; ANN: Artificial Neural Network; APE: Absolute Per-
centage Error; ARIMA: Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average; ASO: Atom Search Optimization; BFAVAR:
Bayesian Factor-augmented Vector Autoregression; BOP: Best Overall Performance; BPNN: Back-propagation
Neural Network; BRP: Best Relative Performance; BVAR: Bayesian Vector Autoregressive Model; C: Coverage
Rate; C-ANN: Clustering ANN Algorithm; C-C-ANN: Combination Clustering ANN; CGE: Computable General
Equilibrium; CUSUM: Cumulative Sum; CW: Controlled Weighting; CWC: Coverage Width-based Criterion;
Discounted MSFE: Discounted Mean Square Forecast Error; DM Test: Diebold-Mariano Test; E-ANN: ANN
Algorithm; EAM: Mean Absolute Error; EAMP: Absolute Mean Percentage or Relative Error; EC: Error Correction;
ECM: Error Correction Model; EGARCH: Exponential Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic-
ity; EMD: Empirical Mode Decomposition; ES: Exponential Smoothing; ETS: Error Trend Seasonal; ETSX: ETS
with Exogenous Variables; FAVAR: Factor-augmented Vector Autoregression; FCM: Fuzzy C-means; FTS: Fuzzy
Time Series; FW: Fixed Weighting; GARCH: Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity; GEOM:
Geometric Mean; GEOM-WTD: Weighted Geometric Mean; GGMM: Grey Number Grey Modification Model;
GM1: Geometric Mean; GM: Grey Model; GRNN: General Regression Neural Networks; HA: Historical Average;
HARM: Harmonic Mean; HARM-WTD: Weighted Harmonic Mean; HEGY: Hylleberg, Engle, Granger & Yoo;
HIER: Hierarchical Forecast Combination; HM: Hybrid Method; HW: Highest Weighting; IGM: Interval GM;
INV-MSE: Inverse of the Mean Square Error; JML-ECM: Johansen Maximum Likelihood Error Correction Model;
LFTS: Linear (L) Information Distribution Fuzzy Time Series; LiOP: Linear Opinion Pooling; LLS-SVRGA: Log-
arithm Least-squares Support Vector Regression with Genetic Algorithms; LS-SVRGA: Least-squares Support
Vector Regression with Genetic Algorithms; LSE: Least Squares Estimation; LUBE: Lower Upper-bound Estima-
tion; MA: Moving Average; MAD: Mean Absolute Deviation; MAE: Mean Absolute Error; MAPE: Mean Absolute
Percentage Error; MASE: Mean Absolute Scaled Error; MedAPE: Median Absolute Percentage Error; MISE: Mini-
mum Mean Square Error of Integration; MLP: Multi-layer Perception; MPI: Maximum Percentage Improvement;
MSE: Mean Squared Error; MSFE: Mean Squared Forecast Error; NFTS: Normal Information Diffusion Fuzzy
Time Series; NGBM: Nonlinear Grey Bernoulli Model; NMPIL: Normalized Mean Length; NMSE: Normalized
Mean Squared Error; PICP: Coverage Probability; PINRW: Prediction Interval Normalized Root-mean-square
Width; QP: Quadratic Programming; QPS: Quadratic Probability Score; R: Correlation Coefficient; RANK: Rank
Based Weighting; RE-ADLM: Reduced Autoregressive Distributed Lag Model; RECM: Root Mean Square Error;
REGARIMA: Regression Models with ARIMA; rMAE: Relative Mean Absolute Error; RMSE: Root Mean Square
Error; RMSPE: Root Mean Squared Percentage Error; RW: Rolling Window; S-ANN: Single ANN; SA/AVG:
Simple Average; SARIMA: Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average; SARIMAX: SARIMA with
Exogenous Variables; Seasonal NNAR: Seasonal Neural Network Autoregression; SES: Simple Exponential
Smoothing; SHRINK: Shrinkage Method; SMAPE: Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error; STL: Seasonal
and Trend Decomposition using Loess Model; STLX: STL with Exogenous Variables; STS: Structural Time Series;
SVM: Support Vector Machine; SVR: Support Vector Regression; SVRGA: Support Vector Regression with Ge-
netic Algorithms; SWITCH: Switch; TBATS: Trend and Seasonal Components; TCI: Tourism Confidence Index;
TDFS: Tourism Demand Forecasting System; TGARCH: Threshold Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity; TIC: Theil Inequality Coefficient of Forecasting Results; TVP: Time-Varying Parameter Model;
UNWTO: World Tourism Organization; VAR1: Variance based; VAR2: Variance of the Forecasting Error; VAR:
Vector Autoregressive Model; W: Width of an Interval Forecast; WB-ECM: Wickens-Breusch Error Correction
Model; WOP: Worst Overall Performance; WPP: Worst Percentage Performance.

7. Conclusions

This research is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first attempt to comprehend
the evolution in the sub-fields of tourism forecasting for the primary two themes (TDF
and CTDF) by combining descriptive analysis and scientometric analysis (i.e., VOSviewer)
while mixing them with co-citation, cooperation networks, and emerging tendency perspec-
tives. This effort was conducted to establish thorough knowledge mappings of numerous
themes for tourism forecasting and to identify hot topics and emerging regions ripe for
development, finally summarizing the combined forecasting methods used in tourism
research. The research indicates that a revolutionary visualization approach can be used to
fully explore the academic tourism domain. Five fundamental findings are made based on
the framework’s descriptive analysis. First, the literature on the two themes mushroomed
between the end of the second period and the third period. Second, the general path of
tourism in the twenty-first century is one characterized by ongoing growth and diversity,
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attracting scientists and organizations to research combined tourism forecasting. However,
few studies (two articles) in this field cover combined forecasting of tourism demand volatil-
ity. Third, based on the number of published authors and organizations, it is evident that
China, the United Kingdom, Spain, and Australia dominate tourism forecasting research.
Fourth, on the basis of the evaluated papers, the organizations in these nations produced
the most research. To be precise, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is a high-yielding
institution that has cultivated close ties with various organizations, whilst Song H.Y., Law
R., and Witt S.F. published the most literature. Fifth, the collaboration between authors has
become the mainstream of scientific research. The diversity degree of authors’ cooperation
is high, the stability of the cooperation is strong, and the degree of cooperation can improve
the number of high-influence papers. Therefore, on the basis of the research and academic
status of these experts, scholars will cite and learn the new ideas and hot spots put forward
by their articles, forming a highly cited knowledge network mappings centered on them,
thus promoting the development of research in this field.

This study’s findings demonstrate how bibliometric visualization methods may be
used to investigate the tourism forecasting literature. In the meantime, this research pro-
vides perspectives on networks of connection and research focus groupings by illustrating
the structural analysis of notable authors and papers. Author-to-author connections and
collaborations can yield perspectives onto a realm of knowledge. The cluster method
utilized in this study emphasizes key works with relevant topics and reveals structural
gaps between certain clusters to assist researchers in selecting the areas of study focus. The
mappings also detect articles serving as critical links between clusters. The bibliometric
visualizations utilized in this work construct valuable datasets by presenting data in multi-
ple colors. A continual perspective on nation co-authorship, co-occurring keywords, and
key-paper citation spikes provides insight into new exploratory aspects. It sheds light on
the ups and downs of significant advancements and collaboration. These spatiotemporal
data enable researchers to explore new territories by highlighting popular subjects, authors,
and articles.

The connecting lines of distinct references in two areas have been illustrated in this
study. These publications were used to construct the multiple knowledge mappings
centered on Tourism Management, Annals of Tourism Research, and International Journal
of Forecasting; centered on Song H.Y. in two data themes; centered on China (Mainland,
Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan); centered on The Hong Kong Polytechnic University; and
centered on the keywords (Forecasting, Tourism demand, Tourism demand forecasting,
and Forecast combination). However, it should be noted that combined forecasting in
tourism research revealed fewer relationships.

On the basis of scientometric analysis with VOSviewer, two findings were made
regarding rising patterns, including for the methods used in tourism forecasting studies
and popular exploratory topics. The keyword cluster summary of notable papers identifies
time series, econometric, and intelligence models as fundamental approaches. In addition,
researchers have attempted to improve the accuracy of tourism forecasting by combining
forecasts from several models or approaches with keyword clusters. This research on
combined forecasting pertains to basic/advanced time series models, static/dynamic
econometric models, and combined and hybrid models. As a result of the prevalence of
hybrid and combined models or methods, it is forecasted that they will undergo additional
rounds of evolution and academic implementation.

As with any research, this study has encountered some limitations. First, the data
were gathered from the WoS database, which has several limitations, including an em-
phasis on full counting and the inability to arrange papers proportionally based on the
different categories and levels of journals, conference proceedings, and book chapters. Due
to the fact that only journal articles were reviewed in this study, only a limited number of
academic works, such as articles, conference papers, references, and books, were included
in the data collection phase. Moreover, tourism demand forecasting papers published in
languages other than English may have been excluded from the WoS database. As the
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tourism forecasting area refers to multiple topics, this research only compared two themes.
Despite these limitations, the results provide a comprehensive bibliometric overview of the
main research trends in tourism demand forecasting across the 41 years since its inception.
Future tourism demand forecasting research can concentrate on achieving the more realistic
incorporation of internet datasets throughout the big data revolution in terms of current hot
topics. It should also be highlighted that big data can enhance the accuracy of forecasting.
Future studies will be able to expand the reach of databases such as Google Scholar and
Scopus while applying a broader range of dependable approaches, such as sentimental
analysis, to assist researchers in conducting data analyses and making advancements in
the field of tourism forecasting. In addition, future studies can include conference pa-
pers and book chapters to diversify the dataset and enrich their findings. Furthermore,
future research can conduct more systematic investigations into the development trend
of tourism demand forecasting approaches, thereby contributing to the field’s advance-
ment. This study’s findings reveal that tourism-related events such as COVID-19, theme
parks, information technology (VR Tourism), and transportation development substantially
impact the volatility of tourism demand. Currently, these are all study fields that are
mainly untouched. Moreover, subsequent studies can incorporate further comparisons
and analyses on relevant themes by examining other potential future keywords. Despite
the restricted number of papers on tourism demand volatility forecasting, they can serve
as a starting point for future studies. Finally, certain tourism forecasting research areas,
including combined methods, have mainly retrospectively evaluated publications despite
there being few studies, particularly in combined forecasting of tourism demand volatility.
These areas are therefore suggested for future tourism forecasting research.
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